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Introduction. In a recent paper [17] we obtained a spectral representation for

the bounded normal operator solutions of a certain functional equation whose

special cases include the semigroup equation (UßV = UßUv) as well as many

others. In this note we continue our study of the abstract functional equation

expressed in terms of algebras of measures. We shall consider therefore a mapping

z -» Uz of a locally compact space Z into the set of unbounded normal operators

on a Hilbert space. Since the operators are not necessarily bounded, the con-

ditions imposed on the mapping z -» Uz vary somewhat from the conditions in

the bounded case. The main result (Theorem 1) which we obtain here is a spectral

representation analogous to the result valid in the bounded case [17; 18, Theorem

2, p. 8]. The methods which we use are suggested by the papers [12] and [13] of

C. Ionescu Tulcea.

For the general theory and terminology of unbounded operators we refer

the reader to the works of E. Hille and R. Phillips [10], C. Ionescu Tulcea [11],

F. Riesz and B. Sz.-Nagy [21]. Spectral representations for semigroups of un-

bounded operators are also discussed in A. Devinatz [3], A. Devinatz and A. E.

Nussbaum [4; 5], R. Getoor [7], C. Ionescu Tulcea and A. Simon [14] and

A. E. Nussbaum [19]. Theorem 1 of this paper contains the main part of

Theorem 1 in [14] (and henceforth certain of the results given in [3; 4; 5; 7; 19]).

The setting of the problem in algebras of measures is given in §§1, 2, and 5.

Spectral families of Radon measures and direct sums thereof are summarized in

§§3 and 4. The main result is stated and proved in §6. In §8 we apply the main

theorem to derive a corollary which in the bounded case extends a result of

S. Kurepa [16].

1. Algebras of measures. We denote by Z a locally compact space and by

K(Z) the vector space of continuous complex-valued functions / defined on Z

and having compact support. For any compact set AcZ let M(Z,A) be the

Banach space (endowed with the norm

p -> I p | = sup {| p(f) | : fe K(Z), ||/|| „ i£ 1})

of all measures in M(Z) having support contained in A. We shall consider M(Z)
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endowed with the inductive limit topology [see N. Bourbaki, Espaces vectoriels

topologiques, Chapter I, p. 61] of the topologies of the spaces M(Z, A).

Let sJ c M(Z) be a vector subspace which is also an algebra with respect to a

law of multiplication (v, p) -* vp. Suppose that there exists a subspace S? c s/

which satisfies the following two conditions :

(I) If / is  a  continuous  complex-valued  function  defined  on  Z  and if

Jz/(z)dv(z) = 0 for all v e & then / = 0.

(II) For each /ie =S? there is a continuous mapping z -+ pz of Z into si such that

f /(z)O-vp(z) = f dviz) f fis)dpls)
J 71 J Z «/ Z

for every veSF and every continuous complex-valued function / defined on Z.

2. The functional equation and its characters. In the sequel we shall find

spectral representations for the unbounded normal operator solutions of the

(formal) functional equation

aâ> + />â> = 3rßj gisW^dvis).

By a character (with respect to the above functional equation) we shall mean

a (nonidentically zero) continuous complex-valued function % defined on Z and

satisfying the equations

ajxiz) dpv'iz) + bjxiz) dpvßiz) = j Xiz)dpiz)jxi4>iz))giz)dviz)

for all p, v e SF. Here a, b are complex-numbers and a, ß, <p, are homeomorphisms

of Z onto Z verifying the following conditions^) :

(1) p"e£C, pße£ for all p e &.

(2) p* = p for all peSF.

The conditions on the function g are as followsi1):

(3) g is a continuous complex-valued function defined on Z such that g(z) # 0

for all z e Z.

(4) [IIg] • peS? for a\\peSe.

By £ we shall denote the space of all characters endowed with the topology of

uniform convergence on the compact sets of Z and by i?we shall mean the Stone-

Cech compactification of £.

Remarks. Examples of algebras of measures and the objects {¿¡/,S?,E} defined

above may be found in C. Ionescu TulceaandA. Simon [14], and G. Maltese[18].

See also Yu. BerezanskiT and S. Krem [1], the review by R. Godement, in Math.

Reviews 12(1951), 188-189 and A. Povzner [20].

(i) The measure p.* is defined by the relations /*"(/) = JY(ct(z)) du{z) for fe K(Z). The

measure v = [l/g] ■ u is defined by v(f) = jflg dp. for/e K(Z).
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3. Spectral families. The operator representations which we shall obtain are

conveniently expressed in terms of spectral families of bounded Radon measures.

We shall therefore begin with a discussion of spectral families.

Let T be a locally compact space, H a Hubert space and Q(H,H) the algebra

of all linear continuous mappings of H into H. A family ÍF = (px,y)xen, yen °f

bounded Radon measures defined on T is (hermitian) semi-spectral if

(HI)   x -* pxy is linear for all y e H.

(HIT) pxy = pyx for all x e H, y e H.

(Hill) || pXty 1 g || x 1 || y 1 for all x e H, y e H.
If #" is a semi-spectral family, then for every function / which is bounded and

^-measurable(2) there exists Uf e Q(H,H) such that

(Ufx | y) = |  f(t)dpxß)      for all xeH,yeH.

If Bœ(T) denotes the Banach algebra (endowed with the sup norm) of all bounded

complex-valued ^-measurable functions defined on T, then f-*Uf is a linear

continuous mapping of B°°(T) into 2(H,H) (endowed with the uniform norm).

A semi-spectral family J5" = (px¡y) is called (hermitian) spectral if

(HIV)g • pXty = pVaX>, for all g e BX(T), xeH,yeH.

If SF is a spectral family on T and if T(3?) is the set of alUcT such that the

characteristic function \¡/AeBcoiT), then T(SF) is a tribe (tribu). If we define

Pp(A)= U^ then P& is a strongly countably additive spectral measure. The

spectral family satisfies the equation P?(T) = / (identity operator) if and only if

Ißx.xW = lxV f°r a'l xeH. Detailed discussion of spectral families may be

found in J. Dixmier [6], R. Godement [8] and C. Ionescu Tulcea [11 ; 13].

4. Direct sums of spectral families. The results which follow are essentially

taken from C. Ionescu Tulcea [13]. Let H be a Hubert space and let

v = (vx y)xeH yeH be a spectral family defined on the locally compact space T.

For every function/defined on T and v-measurable let

D(f, v) - {* eH: f  \f(t) \2dvXtXit) < co}.

Then D(f, v) is a linear space which is dense in H and there is a unique normal

operator Uf having domain D(f, v) and satisfying

iUfx | y) = f fit)dvx>yit)     for all x eH, y e H.

Let iH„)neJ be a (not necessarily countable) family of orthogonal closed sub-

spaces of H such that H=®„£jH„. For each H„ let P„ be the projection mapping

(2) if y is a set of Radon measures we say that a function / is ^-measurable if / is

/¿-measurable for every pei^.
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of H onto H„. For every n e J let SF„ = (px%y)X£H.yen be a spectral family on T.

Then since we have

^UV,,PA = ^\\PA\\Pny\\u\\x\\\\y\\
neJ neJ

for all x,yeH, it follows that the family (ppnX< p„y)„£j is absolutely summable

with respect to the norm p -+ || p ||. Define now the measures

Px.y =   2* Ppnx,P^y
neJ

The family !F = (px,y)XSH,ySH W1U be called the direct sum of the families (^n)n£j.

Let us now state the following proposition and refer to C. Ionescu Tulcea [13,

p. 104] for its proof.

Proposition 1. (1) SF is a spectral family; (2)f is ^-measurable if and only

iff is ^„-measurable for each neJ;(3)xe D(f, ÍF) if and only if P„x e D(f, ̂ „)

for each neJ and the family ( ¡r\f(t)\2dpi!nXtpnX(t))n£j is summable; (4) for

x e D(f, S?) and y e H we have

(ñt)dpx>y(t)=T, !f(tWr.x,,Ji).
Jt neJ Jt

5. Unbounded normal operators. Let Tí be a Hubert space and consider the

object {Z, sé, f£, E} defined above. Let z-+ Uz be a mapping of Z into the set

of (not necessarily bounded) operators on H which satisfies the following con-

ditions :

(UI)(3)   z -» (Uzx | y) is continuous for x e A = QzeZD(UZ) and yeH.

(UII)(4) a(UßV*x \y) + b (UßVßx | y) = (Uß J g(s) U+U) dv(s) x \ y) for all

x,yer^ßVeSeD(Uß }g(s)U<t,U)dv(s)).

(UIII)(5) There exists eeZ such that Ue = I (identity operator).

(UIV) {Uz: z e Z} is a family of commuting normal (not necessarily bounded)

operators.

(UV) There exists a countable set Z0cZ such that f) zeZ D(UZ) = f]zeZo D(UZ).

The collection of all objects {H, Uz} which satisfy conditions (HI) through

(UV) will be denoted by 9l2.

(3) D(UZ) denotes the domain of Uz.

(t) Here a, b,a,ß, <p,g are as defined in §2. For every ô e ££ the operator U» is defined by

theequations(í/¿Jc| y) = \(Uzx\ y)do(z)terxeh,yeH.Hetic&h\s thedomainof Ut. Similarly

the operator ¡g(s) U^s)dô(s) is defined by ( ¡g{s) U^sydô^x | y) = ¡(g(s) U^s)x \ y)dd\s) for

xeA and yeH, so that this operators also has A as its domain

(5) This assumption is not essential and can be avoided at the expense of more complicated

arguments in the ensuing theory. For the general situation one can adapt arguments similar to

those of C. Ionescu Tulcea [13, pp. 100-101].
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Remark. Under the assumption of condition (III) the condition (Uli) is implied

by the following:

(Uli)'       aL7„v « + bU^ß c l/„ Jg(s)í7^(s)dv(s).

In fact if .x ep|„ veJfDiUß ¡gis) U^dvis)) then x e D( J"g(s)U^dvis)) for every

veJíf and hence xeA. We deduce easily that xeDiU^a) and xeDiU^ß) and

therefore by (Uli)' we have

a£/„vax + bU^ßx = [/„ jgis)U^(s)dvis)x

and this gives (Uli) in an even stronger form.

In the course of the proof of our main theorem we shall appeal essentially to

the following proposition whose proof is given in C. Ionescu Tulcea [13, p. 106].

Proposition 2. Let S be a family of commuting normal inot necessarily

bounded) operators on a Hubert space H. Suppose that there exists a countable

subset S0c S such that Ç\Ass^iA) = Ç^AeSçPiA). Then there exists an ortho-

gonal family of hermitian projections {P„:neJ} such that (1) TncJPn = I;

(2) PnH c DiA) for every nej and Aeê; (3) APn o PnA for every neJ and

Aeê; (4) xeDiA) if and only if the family {APnx: nej} is summable. For

x e DiA) we have Ax = T„eJAPnx.

6. The spectral representation. The main result which we shall establish is the

following :

Theorem 1. // {//, Uz} is in the class 5l2 there exists a spectral family

OF = (nx y)xeHtyeU defined on E and concentrated on E such that

iUzx | y) = i xiz)dpx,yix)       forallzeZ,xe D(/72) and yeH.

Our method of proof will consist in showing that suitable restrictions of the

operators Uz are bounded. Then we show that these bounded restrictions belong

to a class Wly for which a spectral representation theorem is available. Finally

we use the direct sum theory to obtain the representation for the members of SR2.

We shall say that an object {//, Us} is in the class 9t¡ if the mapping s -> t75 of Z

into £(//, //) satisfies the conditions :

(Gl) s -» (17sx I y) is continuous for every x, yeH.

(Gil)   aU^ + bU^ß = U„ jgis)U^s)dvis) for all p,ve&.

(Gill) t7e = / for some eeZ.

(GIV) {Us: s eZ} is a commuting family of bounded normal operators.

We shall make strong use of the following result (see G. Maltese [17; 18, p. 8]):

Theorem 2 (Bounded case). Let {H, Us} be an object in the class 9^. There

exists a spectral family & = (vx>J,)xeH,yeH defined on Ë and concentrated on E

such that
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(Usx\y) = j£x(s)dvx,y(x)       for all seZ, xeD(Us), yeH.

Proof of Theorem 1. If we let ê={Uz:zeZ} then conditions (UIV) and

(UV) imply that S satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 2. Denote by {Pn}neJ

the orthogonal family of hermitian projections whose existence is assured by

Proposition 2. For each neJ, define a mapping [7Z_„ by the relations

Uz¡nx = UzPnx

for x = P„xeH„ = P„(H). The mapping Uz>„ is well defined everywhere on H„

since if x e H„, then x = P„x so that x e D(UZ). But by Proposition 2, P„VZ c U.P„

so that for xeH„ we have P„Uzx = UzP„x = Uznx and hence Uz „xeHn. This

therefore shows that Uz„mapsrY„ into H„. It is now obvious that l/z>„ is closed

and hence (by the Closed Graph Theorem) bounded. We proceed now to show

that {!/_,.„, H„}e%.

(i) First we shall show that the mapping z->(Uz¡„x\y) is continuous for all

x, y e H„. If x, y e H„ then from Proposition 2 we have that x, ye A. Consequently

(UI) implies that z -* (Uzx | y) = (UzP„x | y) = (UZi„x | y) is continuous and so

condition (CCI) is satisfied.

(ii)  For every p e Ji? a mapping Ußn is defined by the equations

(Uß,nx\y)=j(UZtnx\y)dp(z)

for x,yeH„. Obviously Ußt„ is a bounded linear operator on H„ for every pe^C,

neJ. From(6) this definition it follows that Vßt„x = Ußx for xeH„. The veri-

fication of the functional equation ((£11) is now at hand. In fact for p,ve£C and

x, y e H„, we have

(uß njg(s) UH , ndv(s)x | y j =  (ußjg(s) Uf(Jv(s)x \ y)

= <UßV*x\y) + b(UßVßx\y)

= a(UßVa „x\y) + b(UßVß „x\y).

(iii) We shall now show that for each z e Z and n e J the bounded operators

Uz „ are normal. Let xeH„, then

|| Uz<nx || = || Uzx 1 = || UÏX ¡ = || Uz*P„x ¡ = || Í/ZV H

so that the bounded operators t/zn are normal and (GIV) is verified. Therefore

we have proved that for each n e J the objects {H„, U_ „} are in the class SRi.

(6) We use here the fact that UßxeHn if xeH„. This can be proved as follows: let xeH„

and yeH, then (P„Ußx \ y) = \(Uzx \ y)d¡x{z) = (Ußx \ y). Hence since y is arbitrary we have

P„Ußx = Ußx.
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(iv) By the spectral representation theorem for the class SRj (Theorem 2)

there exists a spectral family #"„ = (px>y)xsH y£a defined on Ë and concentrated

on £ such that for zeZ, x, yeH„ we have

(uz,„x\ y) = I   l(z)dpP„x p„yix).
* E

Let 3F be the direct sum of the family i¡F¿)aeJ. Then for xeH,zeZ,neJ

we obtain

|| UzPnx ||2= f   |x(z)|2^^,p.»Cc).

If xeD(l/0 then by Proposition 2 the family {UzPnx : n e J} is summable. But

this is an orthogonal family of vectors so that

ZTj > I IIUP„x||2 = £    \}l(z)\2dpPnX^x(x).
neJ iiEJ    *i p

Hence if xeD(Uz) then Proposition 1 implies that xeD(z( ■ ),8')(1). Applying

Propositions 1 and 2 we have for x £D(UZ) and yeH

(Uzx\y) =   ( £ UzPnx\y) = I (UzPnx\y)

nsJ  J% J%

This completes the proof of the theorem.

7. A special case. Suppose that Z is locally compact Abelian group with Haar

measure m. Let sé =3? be the vector subspace of M(Z) which consists of those

Radon measures v having the form v = g ■ m, where g is an m-integrable function

with compact support. For any measures v,pe^C, v = g ■ m and « = A • m

define vp = (g * A) • m, where * denotes convolution. When endowed with this

multiplication 3? is an algebra and in fact may be identified with a subalgebra

of the group algebra Li(Z,m). For every p = A • m e£C and zeZ let pz denote

the mapping(8) /-> A * f(z). If we consider on J§? the topology defined by the

norm p -» || p \\ then the mapping z -» p. is continuous from Z into .S?.

Let H be a Hubert space and consider a mapping z -» l/2 of Z into the set of

(not necessarily bounded) linear operators on H such that (Ul), (HIV) and the

following conditions are satisfied (for all s, teZ):

(Uli)'   aUs+a(t) + bUs+m c Usg(t) U«t).

This implies that condition (Uli) is also satisfied. In fact, taking

C7) z(. ) denotes the function x -* x(z)-

(8) The function /is defined by the equation f(z) = f(z ~ i) for all z e Z.
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c,ye   H d(uu ¡gisW^U^dvis))
¡i  vele     \       J I

we have(9) that x, y e A and hence

0) iaUs + x(l)x\y) + ibUs+mx\y) = iU.giOU^xly).

Since the domain of a normal operator is identical with the domain of its adjoint,

the right-hand term of (1) may be written as igit)U,¡,(t)x\ U*y). Integrating with

respect to v e ä? we obtain

J*(al7s+(x|y)aV(0 + J(/>L's+,x|y)dv"(0

Finally integration with respect to p e <£ yields (Uli).

8. An application. In this paragraph we consider first objects {//, l/,}e9l2

where Z is the real line, a(z) = z, ß'z) = — z, a = b = \, giz) = 2 and $(z) = z.

In this case the functional equation (Uli) becomes

(L7s + ,x|y)+(L7s_(x|y) = 2([/sc7,x|y).

Using essentially the proof as in [18, p. 13, Theorem 3] we can prove the followin g

corollary to our spectral representation theorem (for the bounded case see also

S. Kurepa [16]);

Corollary. Let Z be the real line and let {//, 17 J be in the class 9l2. There

exists a spectral family @= ivx,y)xeH,yeH defined on the complex plane C such

that

iUsx \y)=     cos As dvxJiX)      for all seZ, xe D([/s), yeH.

As an example of an object {//, Uz} in the class 9Î2 we maY ta^e Z to be the

space of integers with the discrete topology and with the parameters a,ß,<p,g,

a and b defined as above. For the Hilbert space we take the L2-space of the

complex plane with respect to Lebesgue measure. For every integer p define an

operator

L7p:x( • )->(cosp • )x(-)

for all those x e L2 such that (cos p •) x ( • ) 6 L2. The domain of Up is dense in L2

and Up is an unbounded normal operator in the space L2. This fact together with

the countability and discreteness of Z imply immediately that the mapping

p -> Up satisfies all conditions for the class 9Î2 •
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(9) Condition (Uli)' implies that A c D(aUs+att) + bU,+ßit)) c D(Usg(t) Í7^(t)).
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